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RADON is a DevOps framework to create and
manage microservices-based applications that
can exploit serverless computing technologies.
RADON applications consist of independently
deployable microservices that use
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS) and container
technologies. The goal is to push the adoption of
serverless computing technologies within the
European software industry.
The following documentation has the goal to
describe the RADON methodology and the user
work ow for using RADON tools.

RADON provides an integrate framework based on a
DevOps methodology to manage the life-cycles of
microservices, data, and functions in FaaS-based
applications.
The objectives of using RADON are multiple:
Develop a modeling environment to graphically design
dependencies and elicit requirements for serverless FaaS,
microservices, and data pipelines.

Develop a runtime environmen for automated modeldriven orchestration based on reusable templates and
IaC-based con guration of deployable resources.

De ne a library of templates and a FaaS abstraction layer
based on event gateways to prevent proprietary lock-i in
commercial FaaS platforms.

Ensur qualit in the design and runtime operation of
FaaS-based applications in compliance with
requirements.
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OBJECTIVES

Continuous
Adaptations and
Knowledge churn

The methodology must accommodate uid knowledge transfer
between the involved actors. It should keep the knowledge
owing during continuous and often disruptive architectural
changes (Continuous Architecting), re ecting changing customer
requirements.

Process automation
should be
adequately set-up,
alluding to rapidly
distributed code
commits

The RADON methodology should effectively accommodate the
setup of process automation around decoupling the resource
and stack management and general architecture maintenance.
This way, it should enable concurrent and rapid code commits
(and release management) across a diverse living pipeline
committed during operations and often without a staging
environment.

Distributed Team
Support

The RADON methodology should support distributed,
concurrent, and global software and services engineering and
delivery.

Improved Security
Oversight and
Facilities

The methodology should t in with hosted services to augment
applications capacity in security -- think DynamoDB for safe data
storage. The methodology should also support security in the
serverless domain in a more ne-grained and reusable way,
possibly through policies. Lastly, the methodology should deal
with external and third-party services processing privy and
sensitive data.

End-to-end and
Non-stop Testing
activities

The RADON methodology should emphasize the veri cation of
system-level interoperability in a looping, end-to-end fashion.

Continuous
Monitoring and
Logging

The RADON methodology should be instrumented to
continuously monitor the effect of adopted best-practices (e.g.,
cost-effectiveness) and optimizations (e.g., architecture
decompositions’ effectiveness). In other words, it should enable
the integration and reconciliation of highly distributed logs for
effective monitoring.
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REQUIREMENTS
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The methodology should support architecting the software
Sanctioned
correctly and with sanctioned alternatives while respecting the
technology use and
event-driven nature of serverless computing. Good and best
good/best practices
practices should be captured and be reused.

The ATC use case refers to the travel and tourism technology
industry and it aims to the extension of the ATC commercial offer,
named Viarota, to feature microservices and serverless in the
context of this system and, by doing so, validate RADON through
real life experiments. Viarota addresses the needs of different
business stakeholders in this industry.
Each category of stakeholders aims at offering Viarota as a
solution to the destination visitors, in order to achieve their own
goals. These customers may raise to the Viarota stakeholders
different business requirements, which include customisations of
the implemented features, scalability, and introduction of
additional datasets to manage, which then need to be accounted
for by ATC in the evolution of Viarota, raising a need to operate
state-of-the-art DevOps methods to continuously evolve the
system.
The usage of RADON demonstrate the ability of serverless
approaches in accelerating the digital transformation of the
travel and tourism organisations with the aim to amplify the
tourist’s experience when exploring new destinations, through
continuously evolving and enriching mobile-based applications
and solutions.

ATC use case validation: Travel and Tourism Technology

USE CASES

DevOps tools enable continuous delivery of high quality software. Such
tools cover a wide-range of software delivery phases, e.g., configuration
management, CI/CD, issue tracking, monitoring, artifacts management,
data analytics etc. The Artifact Manager is a key component of the
DevOps value chain for software companies. It works as a place for
storing reusable binaries and packages.
Within the RADON project, PRQ intends to create a Software-as-aService (SaaS) for managing artifacts. This will be created with cloud
resources, modeled, created and maintained through the RADON
framework. In additional to support deploy, browse and retrieval, the
product comes with internal functions for storing metadata and perform
actions based on the results. Within this Serverless Artifact Manager PRQ
will be implementing the RADON Function Hub: an artifact manager
specialised in reusable functions.
These reusable functions will provide a way to automate and reduce
manual interaction with source code, resources and cloud infrastructure.

PRQ use case validation: Managed DevOps

USE CASES

The ENG use case refers to the healthcare domain for ambient
assisted living in home environment and, in the context of the
RADON project, it aims to provide an optimal enviroment for
validating the RADON’s tools and concepts to demonstrate their
capacity to deal with heterogeneous e-health involved in an eventdriven environment consisting of robotic and Internet-of-Things (IoT)
devices.
This use case is based on SARA (Socially Assistive Robotic Solution
for Mild Cognitive Impairment or Mild Alzheimer’s Disease)
distributed application - running on the CLOE-IoT platform - that
provides health monitoring and assistance in daily living tasks to the
elderly at home. The SARA system continuously monitors the patient’s
health indicators (e.g. vital signs, gait/posture, verbal utterances) for
anomalies and signs of distress. As soon as a possible anomaly is
detected it raises an alert towards a remote assistance center that
dispatches the alert message to a call-centre Operator to manage it.
With the usage of RADON, the platform will potentially increase the
capacity of the CLOE-IoT middleware and to reduce the operational
costs by applying the model of serverless FaaS technologies to SARA.

ENG use case: ambient assisted living

USE CASES

The application development entry point allows users to
de ne FaaS-based applications using a graphical modeling
tool, save and reuse previously created templates, and deploy
the obtained results.

The veri cation work ow allows users to de ne several
constraints and verify whether the serverless application
complies with such constraints with the nal goal of refactoring
it to comply with requirements.

The decomposition work ow allows users to decompose a
monolithic application from both an architectural and a
deployment perspective.

The defect prediction work ow allows users to improve the
quality of the codebase by visualizing code metrics, localizing
defects, and detecting code smells.

The continuous testing work ow allows users to automate the
testing activities by continuously generating and testing the
applications.

The monitoring work ow allows users to real-time monitor
their applications at runtime.

The CI/CD work ow allows users to integrate RADON within
their CI/CD platform con guration.
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RADON WORKFLOWS

APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT ENTRY POINT
Integrated Development Environment
Graphical Modeling Tool
Data Pipeline Plugin
Function Hub

Template Library
Orchestrator

xOpera

CI/CD WORKFLOW
CI/CD Plugin

MONITORING WORKFLOW
Monitoring Tool

VERIFICATION AND DEFECT
PREDICTION

DECOMPOSITION WORKFLOW

Veri cation Tool
Defect Prediction Tool

CONTINUOUS TESTING WORKFOLW
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Continuous Testing Tool

Decomposition Tool

xOpera, tool for processing and executing the TOSCA service
templates packaged in a Cloud Service Archive (CSAR).
Decomposition Tool, tool for architecture decomposition,
deployment optimization, and accuracy enhancement.
The Continuous Testing Tool allows users to improve the
quality of the codebase by visualizing code metrics, localizing
defects, and detecting code smells.
Monitoring Tool, a back-end service-based system to collect
evidence from the runtime environment to support quality
assurance.
Veri cation Tool allow users to verify whether a RADON model
conforms to a speci cation expressed in the Constraint
De nition Language.
Graphical Modeling Tool is web-based tool to graphically
model TOSCA applications.
Defect Prediction Tool allow users to focus the attention on IaC
correctness (presence of bugs) and smells detection.
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RELEVANT TOOLS

RADON

Design

Graphical
modelling
Particles/
Templates

Development

Browserintegrated
Eclipse Che IDE
Che-supported
languages: C,
C++, C#, F#,
GO, Java,
JavaScript, PHP,
Python, Ruby,
SQL, TypeScrip

Sigma

Pulumi

AWS Amplify

Text-only
Components
library

GraphQL
programming
for data
modelling

No UI
Node.js,
Python, Java,
Go, C#, Ruby,
Swift, Kotlin,
PHP, Scala, &
F#

Browserintegrated
cloud IDE
Code
completion
Sigma IDE
languages:
Java, C# and
Go, Python

TypeScript,
JavaScript,
Python,
Go, .Net and
their native
ecosystem

UI components
and CLI
toolchain.
Supported
frameworks:
JavaScript,
React, Angular,
Vue, Next.js..

No native
support

No native
support

No native
support

No native
support

Testing

Defect
prediction
Scalability
testing
Veri cation

Third-party
testing
plugins

Native testing
Live
framework
debugging
and
for AWS-only
automated
functions
testing

Deployment

Optimization
CI/CD
xOpera: Deploy
functions,
events and their
required
resources

CI/CD
Deploy
AWS onefunctions,
click
events and
deployment
their required
resources

CI/CD Deploy
CI/CD Deploy apps and
functions
required
resources

Monitoring/
Feedback

Prometheusbased
dashboard

Serverless
Framework
dashboard

SigmaDash
dashboard

Integrated
with Azure,
Aws and GCP

Integrated with
Amazon
CloudWatch

Supported
target clouds

Azure, IBM,
AWS, Azure,
OpenWhisk,
GCP, OpenFaas, GCP, Oracle,
OpenStack
Kubeless,
Auth0

AWS, GCP
(limited
component
library)

AWS, Azure,
GCP,
Kubernetes

AWS

Data pipelines

Fully automated
No, manual
model-based
coding only
solution

No, manual
coding only

Infrastructure
as code for
developers

No, manual
coding only

Extensibility

TOSCA
extensions can
Serverless
be readily
framework
integrated
plugins
Function hub for
reuse

No
community
contribution
model

Open source
repository for
community
contribution

Amplify
supports to
describe
custom
resources

Standards

TOSCA

None

None

None

Re-engineering Decomposition
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Serverless
Framework
Text-only
Components
library

Graphical
modelling

None

End-to-end
testing for
Amplify apps

The table shows the analysis that compare RANDON offering
versus other solutions. Serverless Framework is the platform
with more features, conversely, Sigma offers a compact,
small-scale IDE solution, with intuitive GUI features and
focused primarily on supporting AWS components and
heavily relying on provider-offered orchestration services.
Pulumi is a fairly complete solution, but lacks the graphical
easy-to-use modelling approach distinctive of radon, as well
as its re-engineering capabilities. AWS Amplify also has many
strengths but lacks the portability across multi-cloud that
RADON offers.
RADON has therefore in this market space unique
characteristics, being the only solution that combines
graphical modelling and an extensible collection of
standardized TOSCA-based templates to abstract
deployment characteristics. The community-based
extensibility feature is not available in other frameworks.

RADON OFFERING VS OTHER SOLUTIONS
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